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Salish speaking peoples along with Native Americans all across the 

continent are earnestly trying to save their languages and cultures by 

means of formal instruction (among other ways). A number of us have been 

invited to help in this effort. In 1972 Mrs. Vi Hilbert of the Skagit and 

I prepared a set of twenty-five lessons (written and taped), plus a reader 

for instructing Puget Salish at the University of Washington. These lessons 

were designed to cover two quarters meeting five days a week for fifty 

minutes. (The successful completion of both quarters satisfied the second 

language requirement of the College of Arts and Sci~nces.) The lessons 

have been used twice now, and the experiences gained in their use has pointed 

out a number of ways they can be improved. Since many of you are engaged in 

similar tasks, you may be interested in our methods and conclusions. Enclosed 

is a copy of the introduction to that grammar which includes a brief descrip

tion of our former pedagogical approach, plus the first and ninth of the 

original lessons as examples. Following this is a discussion of the merits 

and faults (mostly the latter) of that grammar, concluding with parts of the 

new sixth and seventh lessons as examples of our revised design. 



Introduction 

The language: 

Puget Salish is a language of Western l',Tashinp:ton. It is 

spoken in the area around Seattle between the Cascade Mountains 

and Puget Sound from the Skagit River drainage in the north to 

the Nisqually River in the south and on the islands in Puget 

Sound. Along each of the rivers that flow into the Sound, the 

peoplz have developed small differences in vocabulary and pro

nunciation. These varieties of speech are named after those 

who use them. The most well knOivn are Skagit (today used also 

by many Nooksack though again with slight variations), Snohomish, 

Snoqualmie, Duwamish, Puyallup, Nisqually, and Suquanish (from 

whom Chief Seattle came). Among these, a major dialect division 

separates Skagit and Snohomish in the north from the others to 

the south. The most striking difference between these two groups 

is that of stress. In the north the accent is most often on the 

second stem vowel while in the south it is on the first stem 

vowel. In vocabulary, it is the names for flora and fauna that 

vary the most. (This grammar uses the northern forms.) In spite 

of t]18se differences, all Indians from the Skagit to the Nisqually 

understand each other and designate their language as dxYIsucid. 

Puget Salish, the English name for 9xYIsuci~, is one of 

hlenty Salish languages which descended from a common ancestor 

speech spoken thousands of years ago. This language "family" 

covers a wide area from the Pacific coast of Oregon and l{ashington 

inland as far as western ;Iontana, from Oregon in the south far 
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into British Colunbia in the north. Some of these languages 

are spoken by hundreds of Indians, others, such as Tillamook in 

Oregon, have but one remaining speaker. Pentlatch on Vancouver 

Island became extinct several decades ago. 

Reasons for learning Puget Salish: 

For Puget Salish only a few truly fluent speakers still 

live. They are all old now. Neither their children nor their 

grandchildren know it. This near demise of the language is 

particularly unfortunate now that younger Indians are becoming 

deeply interested in their own history and the ways of their 

ancestors. ~rost of the old people speak English and much can 

be learned from them via English. IIowever, the language of a 

people is the most direct road to their culture. From their 

oral literature to the precise meanings of their terms of kin

ship, a.grasp of the language is necessary. The way they view 

time, cause and effect, personality traits, and a host of other 

fundamental aspects of their way of life cannot be ascertained 

without a fair command of their language. 

Although anthropologists have been able to tell us much 

about the Indians' former ways in this region, the myriad lacunae 

in their reports attest to the necessity of the language. And 

even where inforMation can be learned through English, far 

greater efficiency could be achieved if Indian and his student 

could use the culture's tongue. 
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JIm¥ many people there are who believe that umvri tten 

languages are poverty dialects of a feh' hundred words! lITany 

monolingual English speaking Indians agree. Some knowledge of 

Puget Salish (now written) would open their eyes to a vast and 

sophisticated heritage locked in a subtle and beautifully ex

pressive language. 

Pedagogical approach: 

The lessons consist of several parts: Sound Drill, Choral 

Repetition, Lesson ~otes, Vocabulary Comment, Exercises, and 

Dictation. 

A number of sounds are heard in Puget Salish which do not 

occur in English. Several of these are presented with each of 

the beginning lessons in the section called Sound Drill. The 

Drill is simply a list of words exemplifying a particular sound. 

The teacher pronounces these and the students imitate him exactly. 

The meaning of the words is not given. The students are expected 

to concentrate solely on recognizing and articulating the sound 

in question. The instructor may elect to provide the English 

meanings; however, it is emphasized that the sounds, not the 

meanings, arc important in this section. 

The Choral Repetition is tIle device hy which the grammar 

and most of the vocabulary are presented. It is felt that voca

bulary is most accurately mastered in the context of actual sen

tences rat11er than as isolated items. Sirnilarly, the ~rammar is 

hest assimilated through sentence drills instead of hy memorizing 

" 
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lifeless rules. The instructor will read each sentence while 

the students listen without looking at their texts. The instruc

tor reads the sentences a second time while the students follow 

the printed page. A third time he reads t]le sentences pausing 

after each to enable the students to repeat them. The teacher 

may wish to ask individual members of the class to recite one 

or another sentence for additional drill or to check pronuncia

tion. It is essential that the Choral Repetition sentences be 

repeated enough tir.les to inculcate the nm .... gramr.latical patterns. 

Lesson ~otes summarize the grammatical points presented 

by the Choral Repetitions; and Vocabulary Comment discusses 

specific lexical items in detail. 

The Exercises are designed to apply the grammar learned 

in the Choral Repetitions. 

The Dictation following the last exercise is specifically 

for aural training in the language. It also brings the ortho

graphic system directly to the students' attention. The teacher 

should select from five to ten sentences to dictate. Several 

might be from previous lessons for revie\\. It is important that 

the teacher dictate at a natural speaking rate and not slowly 

or too precisely. 

The alphabet: 

The Puget Salish alphabet contains 41 letters. Each letter 

represents only one sound and, with two exceptions, every sound 
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is represented by only one synbol. The exceptions are land !, 

and wand u. The vowels are used when the sound occurs at the 

center of a syllable while the semivowels are written when the 

sound begins or ends a syllable. 

Eighteen letters represent Puget Salish sounds that are 

totally different from anything heard in English. Most of these 

letters, not surprisingly, look different from the symbols found 

in the English alphabet. On the other hand, six letters, not 

found in standard English orthography, do express sounds that 

are common to both languages. There are several reasons for 

writing them differently in Puget Salish - the most inportant 

one being the principle of one letter for each sound. For 

exanple, S is used in Puget Salish for a sound similar to the 

English sh of shoe, ah of ahef, sah of sahist, ss of issue 

and ti of nation. Two letters, c and j, have different sound 

values in Puget from what they have in English. The other 

letters common to both alphabets represent approximately the 

same sound. 

Sometimes in Puget Salish a letter is not prononnced, just 

as the English n of hymnaZ and hymnoZogy is silent in hymn. 

In this grammar the convention has been followed of placing 

parentheses around such silent letters. 
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The Puget Salish alphabet mtd 3pp'rlD\ximate' scrtmd values are 

as follclls: 

a 

b 

c 

.... 
c 

.c 

h 

i 

j 

j 

1 

i 

as in ferther 

as in bOlY 

samte as above except flD'r a simultaneous abrupt 
closure of 1the YOical cords . 

s;mrne as afu,/Df,'"'e excent for simultaneous abrupt 
closure of the vocal cords. 

as in rig 

sOIDlcL1iling like gr;t in Cn7endolen 

as i.l!ll ki 11 

eith.er as i in lmachine or as a in ate." 

as in kick 

S3lDle as abOll;'"'e except fo·r sirrultane'ous abrupt 
closure of the vocal cords. 

sonething like qu in queen 

sane 2S 2bove except for sitrultaneous abrupt 
cloSUllre @£ the ¥(!i;cal cords. 

Z- as in tinp and Cl.S in rill 

same as :above except for a tightening of the 
vocal, tract c::msing Cl. slight stran~led effect. 

3lIIl t sO:t1lnd Jrt3de w.ithcrnut "airing the vocal cords; 
so:rnetlhlillD.!):: like :a 13tCl!'r;a:l lisp; the l Z. (O;f i\[elsh. 

ii 
Ii 
II 
II 
Ii 
'i t: 
~; 
r-1 

tl 
ti 
fj 
~ . 
'i 
i 

" 

I 



p 
, 
p 

q 

, \.I 
q 

s 

t 
, 
t 

u 

, 
w 

'" x 

"'\.1 
X 

y 

? 
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t and 1 pronounced simultaneously accompanied 
DY an ~)rupt closure of the vocal cords. 

as in pop 

same as above except for simultaneous abrupt 
closure of the vocal cords. 

something like k only the tongue touches the 
top of the moutK much farther back than with k. 

like ~ with the same difference as for q from ~. 

like k\.l with the same difference as for q fron 

like ?, \.I 
I\. - with the same difference as for 3. from 

as in simple 

sh as in shoe 

as in tin 

same as above except for simultaneous abrupt 
closure of the vocal cords. 

either as 00 in boot or oa in boat. 

as in lvin 

same as above except for a tightening of the 
vocal tract causing a slight strangled effect. 

similar to the ah in German aah or j in Spanish 
but pronounced with the lips rounded. 

a rasping sound articulated at about the same 
place as 3.. 

like! but pronounced with the lips rounded. 

as in young 

same as above except for a tightening of the 
vocal tract causing a slight strangled effect. 

like the ahrupt hlocked sound in the American 
h'ord uh-uh. 

k. 

k. 
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For those familiar with the articulatory terminology 

used by linguists, the following chart may be helpful: 

labial alveolar palatal velar uvular glottal 

fricatives: 

stops and 
affricates: 

voiceless p 

voiceless, p 
glottalized 

voiced b 

resonants: 

laryngealized 

vowels: 

s 

t c 

d j 

1 

i 

.., 
c 

.., 
J 

y 

i 
G 
a 

.., 
x 

h 

k q 
? 

g 

w 

u 



Lesson 1 

Sound Drill: ~, ~, XW 

i:id cii: 

i:alil cilid 

i:ai:il £agW iC~H.l 

i:~gWOi '" scapar 

si:aJay? c<:lb 

s?a':t 9 d calac 

ha?i: cabdatil 

cai: cut 

Choral Repetition: 

1. ?ukWaxWad c~d ti stubs. 

2 . ?ukWaxWau. caxw ti stubs. 

3. ?ukWaxWad ti stubs. 

4. ?ukWaxWad c~i: ti stubs. 

s. ?ukWaxwad calar ti stubs. 

6. ?ucalad cod ci si:adoy? 

7 • ?ucalad cax w ci si:ad~y? 

8 . ?ucalad ci si:adoy? 

9. ?ucalacl c~i- ci si:au~y? . 

10. ?ucalad calop ci si-ad~y? 

11. ?uk""ouad cod ti s?uladxw. 

12. ?ukWodad coxw ti s?uladx lJ • 

13. ?ukIJodad ti s?uladx lJ • 

xWayid 

xW~cad 

xIJuyub 

kWaxwad 

I helped the man. 

You helped the man. 

Someone helped the man. 

We helped the man. 

You (plural) helped the man. 

I chased the woman. 

You chased the woman. 

Soceone chased the woman. 

We chased the woman. 

You (plural) chased the woman. 

I took the salmon. 

You took the salmon. 

Someone took the salmon. 
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14. ?uk\.l8dad C8± ti s?uladx\.l. We took the salmon. 

15. ?uk\.l;)dad c8l8p ti s?uladx\.l. You (plural) took the salnon. 

16. ?usudx\.l c8d ti stubs. I s a\\' the man. 

17. ?usudx\.l C8X\.I ti stubs. You sa,.; the man. 

18. ?usudx\.l ti stubs. Someone saw the man. 

19. ?usudx\.l C8± ti stubs. We sm', the man. 

20. ?usudx\.l c8l8p ti stubs. You (plural) sm", the man. 

21. ?uhaydx\.l c8d ti stubs. I found out (who) the man (was). 

22. ?uhaydx\.l C8X\.l ti stubs. You found out (1'.'ho) the man (\,as) . 

23. ?uhaydx\.l ti stubs. Someone found out (,,;ho) the 
man (\.;as) . 

24. ?uhaydx\.l C;)1: ti stubs. lVe found out (who) the man (was). 

25. ?uhaydx\.l c818p ti stubs. You (plural) found out (who) the 
man ('vas) . 

Lesson Notes: 

Lesson I introduces the pronominal forms c8d 'I, me'; 

C;)x\.l 'you'; C8'i ',',e, us'; and c8l;)p 'you (plural)'. In all 

the sentences of this lesson these words represent the agent 

(subject). Later it will be seen that they can also function 

as patients (objects). Forms expressing he, she, it, and thc~ 

belong to a different grammatical class and will be given in a 

more advanceu lesson. J!o\Vcver, it should be noted that the 

absence of one of the other pronominal forms (~;)d, ~;)x\J, etc.) 

. 1 . 1 hit or thc~, Imp les ~, 5 e, i.e., soneone, as in numbcrs 3, S 

13, l~, and 23. 
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Vocabulary Comment: 

The word ~alad means not simply 'chase someone/thing' 

but also' follOl'l/pursue someone/thing'. (Synonyms of more 

specific reference are ~~j~d 'sneak up on someone/thing, Istalk 

prey' and kWa~txW 'track someone/thing'.) 

The word s?uladxW, glossed as salmon also includes steel

head. The last part of the word, -ladxw, means year. Thus, the 

name refers to the annual runs of breeding salmon. The Southern 

dxwlsucid speakers say ~~dadxw instead of s?uladx w. 

Southern dxwlsucid also has a different word for 'see some-

one/thing', viz., lab in place of su(dxW). 

Exercise: 

I. Read the following sentences supplying the appropriate 
pronominal (i.e., the words ~od, ~axw, etc.). Note 
that in several cases there will oe-no pronominal at 
all. 

1. ?ukWaxwac.l ti stubs. 
you (sg) 

2. ?ukWaxWad ti stubs. 
we 

3. ?ukWodad ti s?uladxw. 

you (pI) 

4. ?ukwoc.lad ti s?ulac.lxw• 

he 

S. ?ucalac.l 
I 

ci soiadoy? 
.1 

6 • ?ucalad ci soiadoy? 

you (pI) 
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7. ?ukw<>dad ti s?uladxw. 
, ... e 

8. ?ucalad ci s'i-ad8y? 

you (s cr'l C?J 

9. ?ukWaxWad ti stubs. 
she 

10. ?ukWaxWad ci stadtiy? 

he 

11. ?ukWaxWad ci s'i-ad<>y? 

I 

12. ?ucalad ti stubs. 

ci stad<>y? 

you esg) 

I 

II. Translate the following into English: 

1. ?usudx W c~t ti s?uladxw• 

2. ?ucalad c<>d ti stuhs. 

3. ?ukw<>dad c<>l<>p ti s?uladxw. 

4. ?ukWaxWad cox'" ci stadoy? 

S. ?uhaydxW co'i- ti stubs. 

III. Translate the following into dxwlstlcid: 

1. We saw the ''/Oman. 

2. He chased the man. 
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3. I saw the salmon. 

4. She took the salmon. 

S. I found out ""ho the ,.,ronan Has. 

Dictation: 



Sowmd llWill: 

fo110vilDl~ lis1t «Df umrds. He \\.rill repeat e~c:h w,<OJrd t:w.ice and then 

pause f«Dr }"01l.U 1to '\\.nri 1te it. Pay c:l.«J)se Cll'ft1tenticrn to 1tIte difference 

beweeID! Gl al!lld q. 

qi1tid 

li~ 

Choral Repe1ti1ti«DID! A: 

1. '1U11:\IJI:o;.IWI:at:~'~ t:i s1ttulm-s 
ei s~ad~y? 

z. '1I.UCala1t~~'~ 1ti s~\IJI~h3.y? 

t:i d]!DisJ.ll>is. 

3. 'nklWl~da1t~~?~ ti sp~?c 

1ti ds?~ladx\\l. 

4. 'uii~it:~}?~ ti S~2?C 

t:i s«tlWl~ha},,?c;.1'-i. 

5. ?ui~dt~ 7:» ti h~c:r\\l stubs 
• .a .I 

t:n. eacas. 

6,. "'uq~i-1tah?.1 ti dsq w. ..1:hay? 

ti dsqa. 

qalaa 
~~lx ...... 

't'he man he-I. ped the 't'.rOIITan. 

The dag chased my cat. 

The b-,ear tacrk my salJ:'1O'n. 

The b'ear cla:wed our dog. 

The fat m.an uushed the hoy. 

~-Iy dog ,.rake my older brother up. 

7. ?'1illq lWl ib-it;;},h?a ti ha'-i sruhs The gcrod man fixed rry house. 

ti <&'a1"al. 
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8. ?u~axWatOb?o ti ii~w stub; 

ti sqWobay?c~d. 

9. ?u~wi~itab?o ci ds'wuy 

ti ds?uladx w. 

10. ?uqWibitOb ?o ti ha?~ stub; 

ti qilbidco~. 

11. ?ukWaxWatGb ?u ?o ti stub; 

ci siadoy? 

The ugly man clubbed our dog. 

Hy mother cleaned my salmon. 

The good man got our canoe 

ready. 

Did the man help the woman? 

12. xWi? gWoskwaxWatObs ?a ti stub; The man didn't help the woman. 

ci s~adoy? 

13. ?ucalatOb ?u ?o ti sqWobay? Did the dog chase my cat? 

ci dpi;pi;. 

14. xWi? gWosca1atObs ?a ti sqWobay? The dog didn't chase your cat. 

cei) adpi;pi;. 

15. ?ukWodatGb ?u ?o ti spa?c 

ti ds?u1adxw. 

16. xWi? gWoskwodatObs ?o ti 
t( i) ads?u1adxw• 

17. ?uiibitOb ?u ?o ti spa?c 

ti sqWobay?coi. 

spa?c 

18. xWi? gWosiibitObs ?o ti spa?c 

ti sqWobay?lop. 

19. ?uqWibitOb ?u ?o ti ha?i stub; 

tei) ad? al? al. 

20. xWi? gWos qWibitObs ?o ti stub; 

ti d?al?al. 

Did the bear take my salmon? 

The bear didn't take your 
salmon. 

Did the bear claw our dog? 

The bear didn't claw your (pI) 

dog. 

Did the good man fix up your 

house? 

The man didn't fix my house. 
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Choral Repetition B: (Not on tape.) 

1. 

2. 

.. 

.) . 

?u~alatab ~od ?a ti hik w spa?c. 

?uiibitOb ~od ?o ti sa? pi~pi~. 

?uqoitOb ~ad ?a ci ds~Wuy. 

The big bear chased nc. 

The bad cat clawed me. 

My mother woke me up . 

The bad boy cut me. 

6. ?u~alatOb ~oxw ?u ?o ti hikw spa?c. Did the big bear chase you? 

7. xWi? gWads~alatOb ?o ti hikw spa?c. The big bear didn't chase nc. 

8. ?uxibitOb ~axw ?u ?o ti pi~pi~. Did the cat claw you? 

9. xWi? gWadsxihitOb ?o ti pispis. The cat didn't claw me. 

10. ?uqaitOb ~oxw ?u ?o c(i) adskWuy. nid your nother wake you up? 

11. xWi? gWodsqaitOb ?o ci ds~Wuy. Ny mother didn't wake nc up. 

12. ?u~axWatOb ~oxw ?u ?o ti 

xikw stubs. 

13. xWi? gWods~axWatOb ?a ti 

xikw stubs. 

14. ?uii~itab ~oxw ?u ?a ti sa? 
.s. .s. cacas. 

15. xWi? gWodsii~itOb ?o ti sa? 
.s. .s. cacas. 

Lesson Notes: 

Did the ugly man club you? 

The ugly man didn't club me. 

Did the had child cut you? 

The bad child didn't cut me . 

The only way both a third person actor and third person 

patient (object) can be expressed in the sane clause is by the 

suffix - b. This suffix fol101\"S the trans it i ve suffixes -d and 

-dxW. Note that this -d becomes -t- when not final and -dx w -
becomes -~. (Long ago dxwl~ucid speakers pronounced the transi-
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tive suffix as t everywhere it occurred; but some tine in the 

past they changed the t to a d when the suffix came at the end 

of the word.) 

The particle ?<3 is used to make clear ,..,ho is acting on whon. 

It marks the actor. (Usually, the actor precedes the patient; 

however, the order can be reversed, e.g., ?uk Wax Wat3 b ci siaday? 

?a ti stub§ 'the man helped the woman'.) 

In Choral Repetition n it is seen that the -t-ab construc-

tion can also be used with first and second persons (I, we, you). 

Thus, there are two ways of saying, 'The man helped me': 

?ukWaxWac ti stub§ (as learned in Lesson 2) or 

?ukWaxWatab ~<3d ?a ti stub§. 

The difference in meaning is very slight, but the first is a 

neutral statement while the second focuses attention upon the 

patient. Very often constructions of the -t-Ob type convey a 

slight negative attitude toward the patient's fate, e.g., the 

.second example implies that although the nan helped me, I would 

rather have done it nyself. 

Vocabulary Comment: 

'fat, over ,..eight' opposite of ~uil 'thin'. The fat 
of meat is XWdS, grease is sxwos. 

means not only ugly in appearance but also harsh, r:lJe, 
rough talking. 



I~ 

qilbid 

large 

inter
mediate 

small 

canoe of 

?a?utxs 

qobui 

sthlati 

~lay? 

sdox"'ii 
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any type, vehicle in general 

'family' canoe 

(similar to ?<)?utxs but with a different prOlv) 

proportionately wider than the other kinds 
(s~id with stress on second vowel) 

'shovelnose canoe' 

a small, fast canoe for hunting, esp. ducks 

a new canoe (of any type) 

. (ef v.v' I "'.~-a rac1ng canoe . x1xqa g 1~ 'a canoe race') 

(xixq 'compete, get the best of someone, be 
---- uncooperative') 

s<)jt 

?ilaq 

?ud<)g"'ii 

, bm.,.' 

'stern' (laq 'behind, late') 

'middle of a canoe' 

?ului 'travel over water' (See Lesson 7.) 

?isi 'to paddle' (Compare ?isi1 'fish swims'. Both words 
have the same root ?is.) 

x"'ubt 'a paddle' 

cqah<)b 'to pole a canoe' 

cqap 'pole for poling a canoe' 

x<)~alap 'st'eer a canoe by holding a paddle over the stern' 

jola1g"'i~ 'command given paddlers to change sides' 
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sjijalali~ 'Seattle', this word is also derived from 

the root jal 'reverse the side of, go to the other 

side of'. (See page 29.) 

xYacad 1. 'carry a canoe' (especially a sdaxYii) 

2. 'take things off to lighten the load' 

The terM qilbi~ consists of the suffix -bid and the root qil. 

The root means 1. 'get in/on any sort of conveyance either 

to travel yourself (get on hoard, mount, ride) 

or to load a vehicle (especially a canoe)' 

2. 'travel in a specified way', e.g., 

?uqilaxY ti s?uladx\.l 'The salmon are here.' 

qilus 'get( ting) up hill' (The suffix -us 

means top, face, head, upper part.) 

Exercise: Translate the following into dxYI~ucid: 

1. Your dog chased my cat. 

2. The fat man didn't help the good girl. 

3. Did the ugly woman clean your big salmon? 

4, S. You clubbed me. 

6. Did the large youth help the good maiden? 

7. It's sunny in Seattle. He will (iu-) lie on the grass. 

3, 9. That (ti?ii) man cut me. (Write this two ways.) 

10. Your ugly cat took my fat salnon. 



The most needed revisions and changes are the following: 

1. The introduction should include a brief, non-technical overview of the 

language, with special attention to those aspects that differ radically 

from English. 

2. Interrogative words and imperative constructions should be presented at 

the very beginning, thereby facilitating actual use of the language almost 

immediately. Beyond this requirement a second need exists. The introduction 

to the first set of lessons gives as one reason for learning Puget Salish 

the greater access to the culture, to understanding and appreciating it. How

ever, the lessons following that introduction are not as effective in meeting 

that goal as they might have been--sections like Vocabulary Comment notwith

standing. Therefore, early in the sequence of new lessons interrogative 

phrases are presented which can be used to ask specifically about this or 

that aspect of the old ways. 

The ability to manipulate correctly such interrogatives as stab 'what', 

~ad 'where', ?3~id 'why/how', etc. does not suffice for inquiring into a 

variety of ethnographic areas, e.g., "How do you make a hand smelt net?"; 

"What does a sgWa di1i~ look like?"; "Is a steelhead a kind of salmon?"; 

"Why isn't a heron a waterfowl?"; "How do you bake sand-bread?" In many in

stances the use of English to frame such questions results in an answer 

acculturated to Anglo patterns. For example, when the elders speak English, 

they tend to separate steelhead from salmon; but when speaking Puget Salish 

they all class steelhead with salmon. 

Aside from avoi~ing this sort of skewing from English, the very ques

tions themselves, when properly stated, often give insight to the culture. 

Thus, a child in the old days simply would not ask bluntly, "How do you make 



a hand smelt net?" Rather, he would say something like, "If/when you work 

at making a hand smelt net again, would you help me so I too can make such?" 

The answers to such questions can be used in a variety of ways. They 

can serve as short texts for reading assignments; or they can lead into demon-

strations. The instructor or guest can illustrate many technical skills, , 
i 

teaching the students how to perform them while explaining in the language 

what he is doing. Such demonstrations can range from basket making to proper 

canoe paddling for duck hunting. This is a vivid and highly effective method 

of language teaching, so long as the target language, and that alone, is used 

throughout the demonstration. 

Sometimes the very turn a question takes in Puget Salish is so differ-

ent from the English equivalent that a knowledge of all the interrogative 

words in the language plus their attendant grammatical requirements is of no 

avail for certain inquiries. For example, the student would be at a loss in 

trying to frame such a useful question as, "What does a sgw"di1i~ look like?" 

because the people say instead, "How would I recognize a sgW",di1i~?" 

Incorporating such questions as these into the lessons ought to expand 

the usefulness of the grammar. If the day ever comes that anthropologists 

once again care to do field work with the elders of Puget Salish, they would , 

find in the grammar useful ways of framing questions, free of English inter-

ference. 

3. The Choral Repetitions are too paradigmatic. They are dull and do not 

lead the student into conversational command of the language. In the begin-

ning it is sufficient to master only sentences involving first and second 

persons singular, along with a passive understanding of third person. In the 

revised lessons, short sentence repetitions have not been abandoned; but they 



have been built into brief conversations--hopefu11y, useful ones. The 

student is exPected to memorize these thoroughly, mimicing the teacher (or 

tapes) at the rate of one lesson per week. There is much less concern with 

translation. Instead, the student is expected to perform the tasks put to 

him in the target language. Paradigms are included in the Grammatical Notes 

section, but only to provide an over view (and serve those who may want only 

to read about the language but have no desire to speak it, e.g., most 

linguists). 

4. Better choice of vocabulary is needed. Several factors must be con

sidered in selecting the words for introductory lessons. Most important, 

they should be of high frequency. In general, they should be generic rather 

than specific, e.g., bu?qW 'waterfowl' instead of *at~at 'mallard'; 

?u~W 'go' instead of?u1~ 'go by water'. Which word does the instructor 

feel the most comfortable with? Is the majority of students from one dialect? 

Does one word occur in more dialects than another? Is one of the words 

ana1yzab1e such that its constituent morphemes are found in many other words? 

For example, in Puget Salish there are two about equally wide-spread words 

for seagull: viz., qyuUis and ~~~a~ad. The first is a single formative 

(though the -~ is possibly a historical component related to the lexical for 

nose/point), while the second is composed of two frequently-used morphemes, 

q.~ 'bend' and -a*ad 'edge, side, side appendage, arm, wing'. Literally it 

means 'bent wing'. All other factors being equal, the word to be taught is 

the ana1yzab1e one because its elements have further applicability. 

For students who are monolingual English-speaking adults, many of the 

Salish phonemes require considerable practice to recognize and articulate 

properly. In the old grammar a few new sounds are presented in each lesson. 



This approach severely restricts the vocabulary of the earliest lessons, and 

the considerations detailed above preclude retaining it in the revision. 

These Sound Drills are now in an appendix and can be used as often as thought 

necessary. On the positive side, however, the old format has proved to be 

excellent for teaching fluent speakers of the language how to read and write 

it, because so many words illustrating a particular letter/sound are brought 

together and complete sentences built from them. 

One feature of the first lesson set is retained in the revision. This 

is the Vocabulary Comment, which attempts to define a word more precisely 

through synonyms/antonyms or semantic domains; to make clear to beginning 

students the richness of Indian language lexicons; and to provide a glimpse 

of the culture through the vocabulary. The students are not expected to 

memorize these words in the Vocabulary Comment. 

5. Salishanists have wasted an inordinate amount of time arguing about what 

symbols to use when teaching the people to write, but never to my knowledge 

have they addressed themselves to the far more important question of how to 

'spell' the language. Is a particular language best written phonemically, 

morphophonemically, or a combination of both? Our experience has been that 

those who are fluent in the language favor a system that is more phonemic, 

with a few morphophonemic conventions, while those who are learning the 

language as adults find a system that incorporates more morphophonemic 

forms to be easier. 

The following are some of the spelling conventions that we have 

gradually come to adopt. First, stress is not written. Although it is not 

quite predictable, it is not marked because the lessons are designed for use 

in a maximum number of dialects, and one of the major differences among Puget 



Salish dialects is stress placement. The student has the teacher or the 

tapes to indicate where stress is. There are almost no minimal pairs based 

on stress differences. And finally, as literate English users, the students 

are not accustomed to writing stress. 

Two devices are used which represent a compromise between phonemic and 

morphophonemic spelling. These are the raised letter a and the use of 

parentheses. The letter 8 when representing epenthetic /:d/, whether optional 

in speech or always articulated, is raised; e.g., d~bad 'my father'. The one 

exception is epenthetic /a/ in weak grade roots. This is written on the line. 

Etymological /~/ (always? from reduced fa, i, u/) is also written on line with 

the other letters. The students are told to omit the raised ~ when they write 

(although some have preferred to retain it as a memory aid to pronunciation). 

Certain allomorphs of some morphemes lack a consonant present else-

where. Such consonants are written in parentheses: e.g., ?~s(h)aydxW 'know'. 

The student is told not to write the parentheses; that they are given just 

to indicate in this particular instance that the consonant is not pronounced. 

One instance in which it was found better to spell morphophonemically 

was with the prefixes td-i 'my' and tad-\ 'your (sg)'. These combine with a 

follo~Ying f s-l prefix to /c-/ and /ac-/. The i s-l is very common, so that 
t ~ ~ ) 

/c-/ and /ac-/ are frequent. The students find it far easier to write .£, ad 

and ds, ads rather than .£, ad and £, ac; therefore, a morphophonemic spelling 

has been adopted here. 

An instance where is has proved better to write phonemically involves 

the transitive suffix t-t~. The two most commonly occurring allomorphs of 

this suffix are /-d/ and /-t/. In general, the /-d/ is final. There are, 

however, a very few suffixes that do follow /-d/ rather than /-t/. At first 

it seemed simplest to write ~ everywhere. However, there were two problems. 



;r.. 

First, students accustomed to English orthography found it a little discon-

certing to write ~ for what they heard as /d/. Second, the allomorphic 

variation helps distinguish two different suffix sequences that would 

otherwise be written the same way (i.e., as homographs) if the convention 

were adopted of writing ~ for l-t\ everywhere. For example, compare 

1. kWoC)da-d 'take it' 

2. k~da-t-;)b 'it is taken' 

3. ?3(s-d)xW-K;da-d-~b 'want/need to take it' 

If (-tJ were written everywhere as ~, the suffixes of examples 2 and 3 would 

look the same. While it is true that the same morphemes are represented in 

both cases, the Ie structures are different. This difference is important, 

and the contrasting shape /-t~b/ versus /-d3 b/ helps make the difference 

clear to the learner. Therefore, a phonemic rather than morphophonemic 

spelling convention is adopted in this case. 

For punctuation, two conventions used for Puget Salish might be of 

interest. First, "capitalization" (used only for proper names) is indicated 

by underlining the first letter rather than by creating special symbols as 
, 

would be necessary, for example, with ~ and 7. Secondly, question marks are 

not used. They are unnecessary because questions are always marked lexically 

(and it is better that the attention of the beginning students notices these 

words and does not depend upon the question mark). 

This little essay concludes with parts of the new lessons 6 and 7 to 

serve as examples of the revised sentence pattern drills. Lesson 6 presents 

one way of asking 'why' and introduces adverbs. Aside from new vocabulary, 

all else is review. Lesson 7 gives the ordinary way of asking 'how came to 

pass,' begins the complex topic of lexical suffixes, and presents one type 

of coordination. 



Lesson 6 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

?es?exid kl.J(i) adexl.Jestagl.Jexl.J. 

?es?exid kl.J(i) adexl.Jestaql.Ju? 

?es?axid kl.J( i) adexl.Jesxl.Ja'kl.Jil. 

?es?axid kl.J(i) adexl.Jas~ax. 

?es?exid kl.J( i) adexl.Jeshedql.Jeb. 

hela?b ced ?estagl.Jexl.J. 

?a~?axid kl.J(i) adexl.Jestagl.Jexl.J. 
dtiX" da?xl.J cexl.J ?uhuy~ ~ te hikl.J 

..,.., , 
xaxyeA. 

xl.Ji? gl.Jedses(h)aydxl.J. huy ced 
?estagl.Jexl.J. 

hela?b ced ?estaql.Ju? 

?es?exid kl.J(i) adexl.Jestaql.Ju? 
da?xl.J cexl.J ?~~I.J~~~He? ~ ta qa 
ql.Ju? ?u~""""?r"·a.d;c:I 

xl.Ji? gl.Jedses(h)aydxl.J~ huy ced 
?estaql.Ju? 

hala?b cad ?esxl.Jakl.Jil. 

?os?exid kl.J(i) adoxl.Jesxl.Jakl.Jil. 
da?xl.J caxl.J'?uqa?ql.J. 

xl.Ji? gl.Jadses(h)aydxl.J. huy cod 
?osxl.Ja'kl.Jil. 

Why are you hungry? 

Why are you thirsty? 

Why are you tired? 
, 

i 
Why are you c'old1 

Why are you warm? 

How are you? 

I am ver'y hungry. 

l'fuy are you hungry? You 
just ate a big dried 

salmon. 

I don't know. But I am 
hungry. 

Hm ... are you? 

I am very thirsty. 

Why are you thirsty? You 
just drank a lot of water. 

I don't know. But I am 
thirsty. 

Hm'l are you? 

I am very tired. 

Why are you tired? You 

just rested. 

I don't know. But I am 
tired. 



hala?b cad ?ashadqwab. 

?8s?axid kW(i) adax Wash8dq wab. 
da?x W caxw ?udxW?aqad ta 

sis(a)i-8bad. 

?8shadq Wab cad yaxi ?ashikW ta 

hud. 

hala?b cad ?as~ax. 

?as?axid kW(i) adaxwas~ax. 
da?xW caxw ?utaqad ta sagwi-. 
?as~ax cad; yaxi ~ola2b ~~~ 
? ' "' ?"'}'(t~ ~~;; >_:Ad. 837,-Ul:X. 

?as?axid kW(i) adaxWaxWs?itutab. 

da?xW caxw ?uqai-. 

yaxi xWi? gWads?itut ?a kWi ha?i. 

HOl." are you? 

I am very warm. 

Why are you warM? 

You just opened the 
windo,., . 

I am warm because the 

fire is big. 

Ho,." are you? 

I am very cold. 

Why are you cold? 
You just closed the door. 
I am cold because l 

-yepy tJ:t i»--. { {q . ~," :, , 

How are you? 

I am very sleepy. 

Why are you sleepy? 

You just woke up. 

:;UlI 

~ .... J ,;> ,. ,;oj 

Because I didn't sleep 
well. 

(~ <l . 



~'i 
" 

Lesson 7 

1. ?ascal kW(i) adaxwubakw'iaci? 

2. ?ascal kW(i) adaxwu~i~sad. 

3. ?ascal kW( i) adaxWuxW(a)~sad. 

4. ?ascal kW( i) adaxwu~Wasaci? 

5 • ?ubakw'iaci? cad. 

?ascal kW(i) adaxwubakw'iaci? 

?u?igWa'i cad ?al ta haac 
xpayac cada ?uxWitil. 
di'i caxwubakw'iaci? 

6. ?uii~sad cad. 

?ascal kW(i) ·adaxwu'ii~sad. 

?u~(a)~Wud cDd ta hud: 
gWal ?uqW(a)cab ta s~WqWab. 

di'i caxwu'ii~sDd. 
di'i caxWuc(a)iilsad. 

?ascal kW(i) adaxWuxW(D)~aci? 

?usaxWab cad cDda ?uqW(a)cabsad 
?al tD sqaxW cacla ?ubac. 
di'i coxWuxW(a)~aci? 

8. ?uxW(D)~sad ~Dd. 

?ascal kW(i) adaxWuxW(8)~sad. 

?usaxWab cad c~da ?u~ikWsad 
?~ ta st8xWs8d cDda ?ubac. 
di'i caxWuxW(8)~sad. 

Hm'l did you hurt your arm/hand? 

How did you cut your leg/foot? 

How did you break your leg/foot? 

How did you burn your arm/hand? 

I hurt my arm/hand. 

Hm'l did you hurt your arm? 

I cliMbed a tall cedar tree 
and I fell. 
That is hm'l I hurt my arm. 

I cut my leg/foot. 

How did you cut your foot? 

I (was) cut(ting) wood 
and the axe slipped. 
That is hmv I cut my foot. 
That is why my foot is bleedine. 

I broke my arm/hand. 

Hmo[ did you break your arM? 

I ran and I slipped on the 
ice and I fell. 

That is hmv I hroke my arn. 

I broke my leg/foot. 

limo[ did you break your leg? 

I ran and I tripped on a root 
and fell. 
That is how I broke my leg. 



9. ?uk"'asaci? CGd. I burned my hand/arm. 

?Gscal k\.l( i) adox\.luk\.lasaci? IImv did you burn your hand? 

?GshGdhodaci(?)b cod cGda I was ';farming my hands by 
hi?ab ? ".. . 1 UCltl ?o to hud. the fire and I (Tot 

i,> too close. 

dii: cGx"'uk"'asaci? That's hm'l I burned my hand. 




